SAP C_TADM70_74 Exam
Volume: 101 Questions

Question No: 1
The command file DBEXPORT.R3S controls the database export of a
A. Heterogeneous system copy.
B. For both systems
C. Homogeneous system copy
Answer: B

Question No: 2
A customer plans to invest in a new and more powerful hardware for his ABAP-based SAP production
system (no JAVA web As installed). As the operating system and database version are not up-to-date, he
also wants to change to the latest software version in a single step while doing the system move.
Current system configuration: Oracle 10.2, AIX 6.1
Planned system configuration: Oracle 11.2, AIX 7.1
Is the planned system move a ..
Which statement is false?
A. An OS migration
B. A DB migration
C. Homogeneous system copy
D. Hetergeneous system copy
Answer: D

Question No: 3
To prevents unintended overlaps between filed names in tables and R3LOAD key words, as well as other
inconsistencies. What do you perform?
A. Before the data export/Import, R3LOAD performs a syntax check on the *STR files.
B. After the data export/import, R3LOAD performs a syntax check on the *STR files
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Answer: A

Question No: 4
Every database vendor provides a JDBC interface for easy database access. Interface? which JDBC
interface is used for SAP?
A. JDBC interface provide by the database vendor
B. SAP using it own JDBC interface
Answer: B

Question No: 5
The ''SAP OS/DM Migration Check Analysis session'' Will be performed on
A. The production migration source system
B. The migrated production system after the final migration
Answer: A

Question No: 6
Which statement is wrong regarding JLOAD?
A. The data storage format of the export dump files is database and operating system dependent
B. JLOAD loads data through the SAP JDBC interface, which connects to the database
C. JLOAD unloads data through the SAP JDBC interface, which connects to the database.
D. JLOAD uses SAP open SQL to access database data
Answer: A

Question No: 7
Which will unloads/loads ABAP Table data from/into the database?
A. R3LDCTL
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B. R3LOAD
Answer: B

Question No: 8
The R3TA WHERE file was spitted and the result were
A. Put directly into */exp/DATA*
B. Were copied into */exp/DATA*
Answer: B

Question No: 9
Which Statement are correct?
A. Optional MIGMON can be used to reduce the unload and load time significantly
B. R3SETUP generate a DBSIZE.TPL. R3SZCHK create a DBSIZE.XML for SAPINST.
C. Once the size of each table and index has been calculated, R3SETUP/R3SZCHK computes the
required database size.
D. R3SETUP/SAPINST/MIGMON generates R3LOAD command files for every *STR file
Answer: A,B,C,D

Question No: 10
The JMIGMON ''Stand ''Alone Configuration'' is useful in environments,
A. Where files systems can be shared between source and target system
B. Where source and target system do not have a network connection, or the existing connection is too
slow for a file transfer
Answer: A

Question No: 11
The ''SAP OS/DB Migration check verification session'' will be performed on
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A. The migrated production system after the final migration
B. The production migration source system
Answer: A

Question No: 12
The ''SAP OS/DB Migration Check'' is mandatory for each
A. Quality assurance system
B. Production system
C. Development system
D. Test system
Answer: B

Question No: 13
Every R3LOAD process needs a command file to start a data export, which programs generate the
command files?
Which statement is false?
A. R3SETUP
B. SAPINST
C. R3LDCTL
D. MIGMON
Answer: C

Question No: 14
The ''split'' parameter defines the size limit for
A. JPKGCTL packages
B. JLOAD packages
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Answer: B

Question No: 15
Which table contains short description in various languages?
A. DARTT
B. TS<DBS>
C. DDART
D. DFACT
Answer: A

Question No: 16
Every R3LOAD process needs a command file to start a data export or import.
How do the programs know how many command files to create if no table splitting is involved?
A. From *.EXT file
B. From *.STR file
Answer: B

Question No: 17
The ''SAP OS/DB Migration check Analsis session'' is focused on the special aspects involved in the
platform or database change. Which statement is true?
A. It is preformed on the production SAP system with regard to target migration system environment.
B. It is performed on the Development SAP System with regards to the target migration system
environment.
Answer: A

Question No: 18
Which statements are correct?
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A. The existence of a matching import*.STA file identifies a restart situation, otherwise the import starts
from the first data dump file entry.
B. If JPKGCTL was meta data and table data were put into separate dump files.
C. If no job file is specified, the complete database will be exported by default.
D. The existence of a matching export *.STA file identifies a restart situation, otherwise the export starts
from scratch.
Answer: A,B,C,D

Question No: 19
Which contains the target database size files created by JSIZECHECK (Since SAPINST for Netweaver
7.0)
A. JLOAD Dump (JDMP)
B. DB sub-directories
C. Application (APPS)
D. Software Deployment manager (SDM)
Answer: B

Question No: 20
For which version do you perform the following action after failure/OS Crash at export time? Repeat the
export of all packages which were unloading at the time of the system crash. Remove the
corresponding .*LOG, *.TOC, .*TSK, *.BCK, and dump files. Re-create the files from scratch, Restart
SAINST.
A. R3LOAD > 6.10
B. R3LOAD <4.6D
Answer: A

Question No: 21
Two TABLE SPLITTERs exist; One is database independent and is called R3TA, the other is a PL/SQL
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script implementation and is available for
A. MSSQL Only
B. Oracle Only
Answer: B

Question No: 22
'’Struct'’ R3LOAD activity performs
A. Load data only {table must be created manually}
B. Create table/index, but do not load data
C. Create table/index and load data
D. All are true
Answer: A

Question No: 23
An SAP implementation project must change the database system before going into production, because
of strategic customer decisions. The customer system configuration was setup as a standard
three-system landscape (development, quality assurance, production). Each system is configured as
ABAP Web AS with JAVA Add-in.
Is it necessary to order a SAP OS/DB Migration Check for the planned database change?
A. It is not necessary
B. It is necessary
Answer: A

Question No: 24
Which holds archives from applications storing their persistent data in the file system.?
A. Software Deployment Manager (SDM)
B. JLOAD Dump (JDMP)
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C. DB Sub-directories
D. Applications (APPS)
Answer: D

Question No: 25
What are the following SAP System Copy / Migration Tools?
A. R8SEJP (3.11 4.6J) /SAFINST
B. R3SCUK
C. R3LOAD
D. JLOAD
Answer: C,D

Question No: 26
Which are the requirements refer to the technical implementation of the Migration?
A. Advance Knowledge about the operating system for the migration
B. Advance Knowledge about the target database
C. SAP ABAP Dictionary Knowledge
D. Certified SAP Technology Consultant for OS/DB Migrations
E. Advance Knowledge about the source database
Answer: A,B,C,D,E

Question No: 27
A productive system can be ?
A. All are true
B. An ABAP Web AS with an JAVA Add-in
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C. A stand-alone ABAP system
D. An ABAP Web AS with a JAVA web AS
Answer: A

Question No: 28
Which statement are correct for ''NZDT/MDS '' Features''.?
A. NZDT Workbench used as a central migration controller
B. Trigger-based logging of table changes in the source system
C. NZDT Workbench used as a central migration controller
D. Flexible migration scenarios with or without R3LOAD based export of remaining tables
Answer: A,B,C,D

Question No: 29
The file ''LABELIDX.ASC'' and the ''LABEL.ASC'' files are generated during the
A. Import of the target database
B. Export of the source database
Answer: B

Question No: 30
Which Statement is wrong regarding ''ROWID table splitting limitations?
A. ROWID Splitted tables MUST be imported with the "-load procedure fast" option of R3Load.
B. ROWID Splitted tables works for transparent and non-partitioned tables.
C. ROWID Splitted tables can be used if the target database is a non oracle database.
D. ROWID Splitted tables must be performed during downtime of the SAP system.
Answer: C
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Question No: 31
While procuring new hardware which of the following points to be considered?
A. Resources requirements for the next upgrade should be taken into consideration
B. The sizing of the new system must be oriented toward performance optimization of the SAP system
and the new database
C. The new hardware must support the required operating system version for the SAP release and
database
D. The OS/DB Migration of production SAP system must performed on SEPARATE hardware
Answer: A,B,C,D

Question No: 32
Which statement is wrong regarding ''R3LOAD '' Un load Termination''?
A. The PACKAGE SPLITTER cannot be executed
B. No connection to database
C. Not enough temporary database space for sorting
D. Insufficient storage space in the import file system
Answer: D

Question No: 33
Which statement are correct?
A. The export client mode applies, where R3SETUP/SAPINST performs the database export, and
MIGMON is used for the import.
B. Even the number of export and import process can be different but un the case of socket usage, the
number of export and import processes is the same.
C. The client MIGMON is used to transfer the files to the target host and to signal the importing MIGMON,
that a package is ready to load.
D. Even if MIGMON was not used to perform the export, the import can still benefit from the advance
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